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First UM consensual relationships policy moves forward
LANA FERGUSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After more than 11 months
of drafts and edits, the University of Mississippi may adopt a
consensual relationships policy.
The Council of Academic Administrators will vote Monday
on whether to adopt the policy,
with or without amendments.
A consensual relationship
includes amorous or romantic
relationships with mutual consent from both parties. Typically, a university’s consensual

relationships policy governs
what relationships are OK, discouraged or prohibited between
two university employees or a
university employee and student. A major focus is put on relationships between university
staff or students and their superiors because of the conflicts of
interests they can cause.
Ole Miss is one of the last
schools in the Southeastern
Conference and the state of
Mississippi to adopt a university-wide consensual relationships policy; Louisiana State
University is the only other

school in the Southeastern Conference without one, and Alcorn
State University is the only other school in the state, according
to a review of almost 20 schools.
Currently, the only university-wide regulation of consensual relationships is in a single
paragraph of the university’s
sexual harassment policy.
The paragraph covers some
of the issues that could be created from a consensual relationship, but it doesn’t outline
or prohibit any relationships or
provide guidelines.
Honey Ussery has been the

Title IX coordinator for the university since October 2015. She
said one of her first questions
when she arrived on campus
was if a consensual relationships policy existed, and she
was redirected to this paragraph.
“There’s a paragraph in there
that basically says relationships
between students and faculty
and staff is strongly discouraged,” Ussery said. “That’s the
language.”
Right now, if a relationship
discouraged by the sexual harassment policy exists, Ussery

said there’s not really any process to regulate it.
“Unless (the consensual relationship) is an issue, we don’t
hear about it,” Ussery said. “It’s
strongly discouraged, but some
departments do already have
more stringent policies in place
or their professional codes of
conduct.”
As of now, the athletics
department prohibits relationships between staff and
student-athletes, and some disciplines like psychology have

SEE POLICY PAGE 4

Ole Miss enrollment declines

University focuses on managing growth, recruiting in-state students
Total minority enrollment
2016: 5,548

A look at the last 5 years in enrollment

Freshman enrollment

3,697
3,697

This is the first time in 22 years Ole Miss has seen a
decrease in enrollment numbers
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This year’s freshman class
had a 2.5% increase in
resident enrollment due to
efforts focused on
educating Mississippians.

Freshman class resident enrollment
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DM STAFF REPORT
For the first time in more
than two decades, Ole Miss experienced a decline in enrollment this year.
Total University of Mississippi enrollment is 23,780 students this year, compared to
24,250 a year ago, a decline of
1.9 percent. The total includes
enrollment on the Oxford and
regional campuses and the
medical center in Jackson.
Freshman enrollment was
3,982 last year and 3,697 this

year, a 7.2 percent dip.
The University of Mississippi still has the highest overall
enrollment in the state. The
percentage of in-state students
increased in the freshman class
and overall. Mississippi residents comprise 60.2 percent of
total enrollment and 45.4 percent of the freshman class.
In a press release, university
leaders said their enrollment
strategy includes managing
growth and striving to have
incoming classes be more
representative of the state.
They concentrated in-state re-
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cruiting efforts and raised the
out-of-state academic requirements.
“We have focused on recruiting more Mississippi students,
through our general admissions programs, our MOST
mentoring program and hosting important programs such
as the American Legion’s Boys
State,” Brandi Hephner LaBanc, vice chancellor for student affairs, said in the press
release. “It is rewarding to see
growth in these areas through
our concerted efforts.”
The Mississippi Outreach

to Scholastic Talent program
(MOST) hosts a summer
conference in which African-American students entering their senior year of high
school can learn about leadership programs and academic and other resources at Ole
Miss.
Minority freshman enrollment in the university, at 21.2
percent, is up 1 percent from
last year. Total minority enrollment is 23.2 percent, up from
22.9 percent a year ago.
Black student enrollment
in the freshman class went up
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How a ban on state-funded travel to states
with anti-LGBT laws exposes a moral hypocrisy

Mayor Robyn Tannehill and author Curtis
Wilkie to discuss “What Makes Oxford Work”

NPHC members come together for the
return of Union Unplugged

slightly, from 11.2 percent to
11.4 percent. But total black
enrollment for the university
also saw a small decline, from
13.1 percent last year to 12.7
percent this year.
The university noted that
over the past decade, Oxford
campus enrollment has increased by 62 percent, creating
a need to renovate or construct
buildings like residence halls,
parking garages, the Student
Union and a new transportation hub. The university has
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In the midst of what have
undoubtedly
been a very
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Unfortunately,
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recently decided that Texas,
Alabama and South Dakota
were just too homophobic for
California to pay for its state
employees to travel to. Those
three states were written down
in California’s death note, and
state-funded travel to and from
was forbidden.
Mississippi was already
on that list, in case you were
wondering.
The decision came after
these three states passed
laws California decided were
discriminatory toward LGBT
individuals.
Visualize
the
infected from “28 Days Later,”
and you have an idea how
these Californians look as they
sprint toward the opportunity
to showboat what good people
they are.
Now here’s the catch: I
actually don’t like the laws those
three states enacted. However,
if I thought they were such
major human rights violations
to the point that I would
hypothetically do what the
attorney general of California
did, I would at least try to be
consistent.
So to all you public policy
leadership
majors
eyeing
political careers in the sunny
state of California, save your
tuition money and simply
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remember: A ban of statefunded travel to our own states
is a good thing if we don’t agree
with some of those states’
laws. In the words of Becerra,
“There are consequences to
discrimination!”
However, what about a travel
ban on countries such as Iraq,
where people are at risk of
being killed by vigilantes for
“looking gay”? Or Syria, where
being gay can land you in prison
for three years? Or Yemen,
where homosexual marriage
between men is seen as worthy
of execution? In the words of
Becerra, that is “un-American!”
Even
better,
shortly
beforehand, the governor of
California decided to enter into a
climate change agreement with
China, where gay relationships
are considered equal to incest
and are prohibited from being
depicted on television. Because
what says “patriotism” better
than canoodling with one of
our biggest geopolitical rivals,
right?
Celebrity
activists
like
Susan Sarandon would argue
that dealing with China is a
necessary evil. They have a
lot of solar panels! We have to
save the planet! Well, to that, I
say: Sarandon hasn’t been in a
decent movie since 1991. So can

The Daily Mississippian is published Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays in print during the academic year, on days
when classes are scheduled. New content is published online
seven days a week.
Columns do not represent the official opinions of The
University of Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian unless
specifically indicated.
The Daily Mississippian welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should be e-mailed to dmletters@olemiss.edu.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than
300 words. Letters may be edited for clarity, space or libel.
Third-party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen names
or “name withheld” will not be published. Publication is limited
to one letter per individual per calendar month.
Letters should include phone and email contact information
so that editors can verify authenticity. Letters from students
should include grade classification and major; letters from
faculty and staff should include title and the college, school or
department where the person is employed.

we really trust her judgment on
an issue like this?
Believe it or not, I did not
get to sit in on the closed-door
meeting between Gov. Jerry
Brown and Chairman, whoops,
President Xi Jinping, and I
have not read the deal itself,
but something tells me there
were no clauses about having
China move to recognize samesex marriages or recognize
other basic legal protections for
homosexuals. At least President
Obama might have strongly
condemned them first.
It seems to me the leaders
of California would rather pat
themselves on the back for
saving a few trees than put forth
the effort to at least be consistent
in their feigned moral outrages.
Matthew Dean is a senior
criminal justice major from
Possumneck.

An article in Thursday’s
Daily Mississippian
reviewing the HBO show
“Insecure” was credited
to the wrong writer.
Jyesha Johnson wrote the
published story.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I was taken aback by the column in Wednesday’s paper that purported to
offer “A Christian Response to Protests.” It struck an oddly familiar tone that
white Christians, particularly in the South, have relied on to counter movements attempting to upset the status quo of white supremacy and social injustice.
For example, this is what it looked like in 1963 when Christians responded to protests like the column writer proposed: “We further strongly urge our
own Negro community to withdraw support from these demonstrations, and
to unite locally in working peacefully for a better Birmingham. When rights are
consistently denied, a cause should be pressed in the courts and in negotiations
among local leaders, and not in the streets. We appeal to both our white and
Negro citizenry to observe the principles of law and order and common sense.”
That was the statement that eight white ministers in Birmingham, Alabama,
offered to Martin Luther King Jr. and the thousands of civil rights activists in
the city who were not content to wait while the injustices of segregation and police brutality continued unabated under a government that openly celebrated
white supremacy.
In his “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” King rightly criticized this mealy
mouthed Christianity: “In the midst of blatant injustices inflicted upon the Negro, I have watched white churches stand on the sideline and merely mouth pious irrelevancies and sanctimonious trivialities.” King, himself a Christian pastor, understood more than the white ministers that working for peace meant
more than striving for an “absence of tension.” Real peacemakers, the ones
Jesus blessed in the Sermon on the Mount, demand the “presence of justice.”
And that demands that we take sides. Our sin is our silence, particularly in an
era where nationally 81 percent of white evangelicals voted for a white supremacist president and where locally we refuse to engage in sincere conversations
about how our campus is a shrine to white supremacy, from the Confederate
statue that “welcomes” people at the Circle to the incessant pro-Confederate
imagery in our school’s retrograde nickname and iconography. So should the
protests come to Oxford, let me suggest that the Christian response isn’t to
show up with a “Jesus Freak” T-shirt and stay impartial, but rather to show
up with a “Black Lives Matter” sign and a righteously indignant willingness to
overthrow the tables of white supremacy.

This letter is in response to Kyle Brassell’s letter in the
Sept. 1 issue of The Daily Mississippian. In case readers have
forgotten the contents of that letter, Mr. Brassell first expressed
disappointment in black students’ reactions to the racially
charged event at a Greek weekend here and then attributed
these emotional reactions to a lack of ideological diversity
on campus, clearly suggesting that people had overreacted
and should accept these types of messages as just acceptable
ideological diversity within the student body.
First, I would like to address the many people who don’t seem
to understand fellow students’ reactions to a racially charged
event. I think the comedian Louis C.K. put it best when he said,
“When a person tells you that you hurt them, you don’t get to
decide that you didn’t.” No one gets to decide that a student’s
understandable, visceral response to a perceived threat isn’t
valid. Person A doesn’t get to decide that Person B shouldn’t be
allowed to be upset because it reminds Person A that millions
of Americans live with the weight of history and present politics
that make them feel unwelcome in their own country. When a
person is hurt, we need to take that seriously and understand
how it was caused and how to make sure it never happens again.
And now on to the “need for ideological diversity.” Not all
rhetoric deserves a platform. Hate speech based on race,
religion, gender or sexuality does not have any “intellectual
merit,” does not need to be debated, does not need to be heard
or uttered. I shouldn’t have to explain why; we literally just had
a Holocaust survivor speak on this campus. Students should
not be subjected to racial slurs or symbols of racist ideology
as a form of “political debate.” Do not equate the struggles of
groups subjected to centuries of violence and oppression with
the struggles of white supremacists to find a place to host their
hateful rhetoric. Hate speech and symbols of racial intimidation
have no place on this university campus or in this nation.
Jessica Heppard is a master’s student in biology from Katy,
Texas.

Bryan Kessler is a graduate student in history from Richmond, Virginia.
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POLICY

continued from page 1
a professional code of conduct
saying counselors should not
date their patients.
“But overall, (the university)
really (doesn’t) have anything
in place,” Ussery said.
University administrators declined to provide a copy of the
draft to The Daily Mississippian, saying they didn’t want to
release it until it was final.
Ussery said the new policy
hones in on regulating relationships between people in supervisor roles in a department and
the people they are supervising,
like a head of a department and
a professor within the department or professor and his or her
student.
“We had to make sure people understood it’s only when
you’re in a position of authority or trust, like if you’re in the
same department,” Ussery said.
Ussery said the current draft
of the policy discusses employee-employee, employee-student

‘

it’s taken this long is to, No. 1,
get the language right, and you
want to have it right,” she said.
“We also wanted everyone to
understand it. Last time there
was an issue with lack of clarity
… I don’t mind jumping right
into the policy as long as the
heart of the policy is still there.”
She said the main goal of the
policy is to uphold a safe learning environment.
“Everybody wants our students to be safe,” Ussery said.
“Sometimes, even in the best
of circumstances, even though
someone may think the relationship’s OK, it may seem coercive to that student. It’s also
about the other students in the
class. We want everything to be
fair for our students, and this
is a way to do that and get that
balance.”
The latest draft of the policy
was polished by Ussery, Honors
College Dean Douglass Sullivan-Gonzalez, biology professor and Faculty Senate President Brice Noonan and history
and international studies professor Vivian Ibrahim.
“The policy probably started

Faculty Senate
Faculty Senate President
Brice Noonan said last year,
human resources identified the
absence of a policy governing
consensual relationships and
then reached out to Faculty
Senate for its perspective. The
Senate made suggestions, part
of a back-and-forth conversation throughout most of the
2016-2017 academic year.
“The main thing the Senate
worked with (human resources) to figure out was the issues
of faculty and/or staff dating
other individuals or having consensual relationships with other individuals that are not in an
equal position,” Noonan said.
The policy was first introduced to the Faculty Senate
last November. The meeting
minutes show the policy was
intended to be adopted early in
the spring semester.
After any mention of the policy took a hiatus from the Faculty Senate meetings for two
months, a draft was presented
to members in its February

We want everything to be fair
for our students, and this is a way
to do that and get that balance.’
-Honey Ussery, Title IX coordinator

and in certain cases student-student relationships.
“Students should be able to
date students, but at the same
time, if they’re in that position
of authority or trust, they kind
of have those same limitations,”
Ussery said, citing an example
of student housing, like a community assistant having a relationship with one of his or her
residents.
Creating the policy
Ussery said there were many
reasons why the policy has taken so long to draft.
“I think some of the reason

out as kind of a lot of different policies melded into one,”
Ussery said. “What we have
now is probably all its own.”
Sullivan-Gonzalez said the
policy makes the expectations
for the university community
clearer, showing what’s prohibited and what needs to be
reported.
“This one’s right on target,”
Sullivan-Gonzalez said. “It’s
freedom for and freedom from.”
If adopted, the policy will lay
out what relationships should
not be had, what relationships
are OK and what relationships
may just need to be reported to
superiors.

meeting. Ussery was in attendance to answer questions.
At the meeting, Ussery pointed out the university has no
policy governing consensual
relationships and one has been
“in the works for many years,”
according to the Senate meeting
minutes.
The March meeting minutes show that a revised policy was created, but the Senate
would later get the chance to
see the policy again. April’s
minutes show “just waiting
on the consensual relationship policy document to be
circulated and brought back
as a final document,” and
there was no mention of the
policy in the May meeting
minutes.

ENROLLMENT

continued from page 1

39313

about $400 million of construction recently completed,
in progress or on the drawing
board, according to the press
release.
“In orientation sessions, we
talk about the Ole Miss family,” Hephner LaBanc said. “If
we’re going to keep that feel on
campus, we have to manage our
growth and make sure students
can navigate our campus easily
and have access to the academic and co-curricular spaces that
make them feel comfortable
calling this home.”
Incoming freshmen have an
average ACT score of 25.04.
The average high school GPA of
3.59, up from last year’s 3.57, is
a university record.
This year’s first-time students

PHOTO COURTESY: OLEMISS.EDU

PHOTO COURTESY: OLEMISS.EDU

Noel Wilkin

Honey Ussery

The spring semester deadline passed.
Noonan stayed involved with
drafting the policy. He said it’s
important to have a policy in
place so people know what is
and is not an appropriate relationship.
“The potential conflicts and
issues that can arise from consensual relationships are numerous if people don’t realize
they might get in trouble or they
may be doing something that’s
against the rules,” Noonan said.
He said the authors of the policy want to prevent any forms of
conflicts of interests or undue
influence within departments
while preserving as many liberties as reasonable for all faculty
and staff.
After seeing the Faculty
Senate, drafts passed through
the graduate student council and staff council. A draft
was presented to the Council
of Academic Administrators
in August. Faculty members
and human resources representatives have been working
on a newer draft, which will be
presented to the Council of Academic Administrators again
this Monday.
If the council votes to approve the policy, with or without amendments, it will go to
Chancellor Jeffrey Vitter to pass
or veto.

group with an interest in bringing it forward. Wilkin’s role as
chair is directing the authors
of each policy on what groups
should help vet the policy before bringing it to the council.
This policy went through
many groups, sometimes more
than once. Wilkin said the
number of groups and amount
of discussion is very dependent
upon each policy itself.
“You can imagine the space
we are trying to navigate here
can be somewhat tricky, simply
because we have a community that has many adults of age
to consent to relationships,”
Wilkin said.
Wilkin said that although, if
adopted, this policy would set
ground rules, he is not aware
of any particular incidents that
prompted the need for a consensual relationships policy besides the fact it would be helpful
to have clear rules.
“I think people want to do
the right thing, and people
also want to know where the
rules are associated with being
a member of our community,”
Wilkin said. He said it would be
helpful to have a policy clearly
outlining appropriate rules and
regulations surrounding relationships.
“The intent of the authors
is to make (the policy) true to
the freedoms that people have
as adults within our community but at the same time clearly
articulate when those relationships may compromise the
reason why people are here or
the layers of authority that exist
within our community,” Wilkin
said.

Where the policy is now
Interim Provost Noel Wilkin
is the chairman of the Council
of Academic Administrators.
He said that typically, people involved with writing any
new policy are members of the
include 85 class valedictorians,
69 salutatorians, 89 student
body presidents, 107 Eagle
Scouts and 20 Girl Scouts who
achieved the Gold Award, the
organization’s highest youth
honor.
The freshman class also includes 10 recipients of Stamps
scholarships. The Stamps Family Charitable Foundation is a
national scholarship program
that selects recipients for the
awards based on their strong
leadership potential, academic
merit and exceptional character. Ole Miss is among only 33
universities nationally in the
Stamps program and one of
only six institutions with at least
10 scholars.
Enrollment at the university
includes students from all 82
Mississippi counties, every U.S.
state and 86 foreign countries.
The Meek School of Journalism and New Media and the

Patterson School of Accountancy experienced the largest
growth in undergraduate enrollment. Meek School enrollment increased 4.9 percent, and
the Patterson School student
body grew by 4.6 percent.
According to preliminary
2017 data from the Mississippi
Institutions of Higher Learning,
total enrollment declined by 1.6
percent at the state’s eight public
universities. Jackson State, Mississippi University for Women,
University of Mississippi and
University of Southern Mississippi saw decreases in student
enrollment, while Alcorn State,
Delta State, Mississippi State
and Mississippi Valley State
saw increased enrollment. State
universities in Mississippi have
a total enrollment of 81,350
this fall semester. Community
colleges in the state also experienced a decline in enrollment.

NEWS
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HuffPost national campaign stops on Square today
JACQUELINE KNIRNSCHILD
STAFF WRITER

Amidst political divide,
claims of fake news and violent
protests, The Huffington Post
wants to know what it means to
be American in today’s world.
This Friday, as part of its 25city “Listen to America” bus
tour, HuffPost will visit Oxford
to give residents an opportunity not only to tell their story
about life in Oxford but also to
listen to a discussion between
journalist, author and Overby
Fellow Curtis Wilkie and newly
elected Oxford Mayor Robyn
Tannehill.
From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Square, the mobile video studio will be open for people to
have one-on-one conversations
with HuffPost reporters about
what’s on their minds.
At 5 p.m., doors open at Off
Square Books for the main
event, Curtis Wilkie’s “What
Makes Oxford Work: A SitDown with Robyn Tannehill.”
“When we started researching Oxford, there’s a lot of sense
that we got in the community
that Oxford functions really well
and there are lessons that could
be learned at the state level and
even the national level about
how people work together to accomplish things,” Hillary Frey
of Huffpost said.

Frey also said that because
Tannehill is the first Democratic female mayor of Oxford, there
are plenty of issues to discuss.
“We explored doing a bigger
panel, but with the recent election, it seemed like a great time
to sit down with a mayor,” Frey
said. “At this point, we aren’t
doing that anywhere else. It’s
a little bit of a different format
than elsewhere – more intimate.”
Mayor Tannehill is looking
forward to discussing what Oxford does well while also highlighting areas that have room
for improvement.
“I was contacted a few
months ago and was immediately interested in the opportunity to bring light to the good
things happening in Oxford,”
Tannehill said. “I believe open
communication and honest,
respectful dialogue can benefit
our community in numerous
areas.”
The idea for the “Listen to
America” initiative originated in
late January when Frey joined
the HuffPost team and pitched
the idea of a national reporting
project to new Editor-in-Chief
Lydia Polgreen.
“I have always wanted to do
this – a bus tour going around
doing open-ended interviews to
hear from people about what’s
going on in their communi-

ties,” Frey said. “Then the stars
aligned in the company, and we
started planning in May.”
Huffpost wants to start rebuilding public trust in the media by looking for new ways to
cover the country.
“What stories aren’t we telling?” Frey asked. “What do
people across the country want
us to be reporting on?”
Frey said she hopes the oneon-one, open-ended style of the
interviews will enable genuine
communication.
“I am a real believer in personal interactions with people,”
Frey said. “We really want to get
out there with our staff and hear
from people directly in a human
way. Trust in the media has to
do with trust in the people that
are delivering the news.”
Curtis Wilkie, who has
more than 40 years of
journalism experience,
will facilitate the discussion with
Mayor Tannehill during
the interview
and believes
the event could
improve the state
of affairs in our
nation.
“There’s distrust in the media, distrust in
political leadership

and all sorts of organizations,”
Wilkie said. “The country is
badly divided ideologically and
politically, so anything that tries
to be positive would be helpful.”
After living in Oxford for the
past 15 years, Wilkie said he
thinks the key to the town’s success is political leaders’ drive to
directly serve the people.
“The town is free of bipartisan bickering that you see in
other locations,” Wilkie said.
“These people who serve as
mayors or on the Board of Aldermen, they serve in the best
interest of Oxford and not of a
political party.”
HuffPost’s
tour
began
in St. Louis and will travel
through the Southeast before
traveling heading up North

through the Midwest.
Coincidentally,
another
group of journalists will host a
separate event that afternoon
at the Oxford Public Library
that focuses on regaining trust
in the news media. Journalists from Oregon will meet locals and serve free lunch from
11:30-1:30 Friday at the library.
Todd Milbourn, co-director
of the journalism master’s program at Oregon and co-founder of the 32 Percent Project, is
traveling the country with a
pair of colleagues to talk to ordinary citizens.
“Public trust in the news media is at record lows,” Milbourn
said. “I want to hear directly
from ordinary citizens about
what they trust, what they don’t
trust and what might be done
so that news organizations better reflect the communities they serve.”

GRAPHIC BY: EMILY HOFFMAN

For more information visit
umatter.olemiss.edu
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PAVILION UNPLUGGED
Union Unplugged returns in front of Pavilion

National Pan-Hellenic Council fraternity
and sorority members stroll in front of
the Pavilion on Thursday as part of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. week. NPHC is the
governing body of the historically AfricanAmerican Greek letter organizations, also
known as the Divine Nine.

PHOTOS BY: ARIEL COBBERT
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Delta Blues Festival to kick off this Saturday

OLIVIA MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

Delta natives and blues fans
of all walks of life will gather in
Greenville to kick off the Mississippi Delta Blues and Heritage Festival this Saturday.
On the 40th anniversary of
this staple festival of the Delta,
Mississippi Action for Community Education will also
unveil the Delta Blues Park,
80 acres of land dedicated to
the preservation of the history
of the festival and the music.
MACE President Mable Starks
said she hopes this will set up
a permanent foundation for
the festival to continue into the
future.
“Just being there and having
that experience of the authentic blues is a great time to be
had, and you will just fall in
love with this music,” Starks
explained.
The festival began as a way
to celebrate the heritage of
Freedom Village, where the
festival was held for its first
seven years. The town was established by a group of African-Americans who were forcibly removed from plantations
after exercising their right to
vote.
Starks said she was told almost 2,000 people showed
up to the first festival in 1977,
where acts played on stages set
up in flatbed trailers.
“Every major artist has made

A crowd gathers at a concert at the 2015 Mississippi Delta Blues and Heritage Festival.
an appearance out there,” she
said. “Stevie Ray Vaughan,
B.B. King, Muddy Waters.”
This year’s lineup is full of
what Starks calls “all A-line”
artists.
“You’ve got to come to this
show from the beginning because your favorite artist may
open the show up,” she said to
warn potential concert goers.
Grammy winner Bobby
Rush, soul singer Willie Clayton and songwriter and harmonicist Grady Champion will

all take the stage Saturday.
Blues phenomenon and Delta native Christone “Kingfish”
Ingram will also perform that
afternoon.
Starks said attendees should
expect a host of special guests
to appear at the festival. She
also believes last year’s crowd
of around 15,000 could double
or triple this weekend.
A self-described “Delta girl
at heart,” Starks grew up down
the road in Hollandale and
returned to the area in 2009

after living in New York for
25 years. She said she became
involved with MACE as a way
to reconnect with her own heritage after a colleague in New
York claimed to know more
about the blues than she did.
Starks and MACE are hoping to involve young people
in the festival and make them
aware of the culture and music
in their own backyards. MACE
dedicated one of the festival’s
four stages to the youth and
hopes to see many students

PHOTO COURTESY: MS DELTA BLUES FESTIVAL

Saturday.
“I don’t want our young
people to have the same experience I had – that you go
away and have someone tell
you about your music, and
then you come back and find
out about it,” Starks said. “We
want our young people to promote it and preserve it and to
go out and spread the word.”
The festival, only a two-anda-half-hour drive from Oxford,
kicks off at noon at 1135 Dycus
Road in Greenville.

Nerd-vana combines live music, magic, science
ABBY PEREZ

STAFF WRITER

Comic, anime and gaming
enthusiasts will pack the Powerhouse on Saturday for an afternoon of cosplay, live music
and panels with authors at the
first-ever Nerd-vana convention.
The convention will feature
panel discussions with Stephanie Osborn and Alexander Stephen Brown, live music with
Japan-based rock band Kazha
and a cosplay concert to wrap
up the evening.
“If all goes well this year, we
plan to have the event yearly,” event organizer Stacy Irby
said.
Irby said the event will feature around 10 speakers and
entertainers, and outside the
Powerhouse there will also be
some special guests, such as
the Mystery Machine and two
Jurassic Park Jeeps.
Aunt B’s Soul Food Restaurant will be selling its barbecue, and the A Little Taste
of Chicago food truck will be
hand-serving
Chicago-style
hot dogs.
Darrell “The Doctor” Osborn, a magician/comedian
known for performing at conventions and festivals across
the South, will be performing a

PHOTO COURTESY: MSDELTA BLUES FESTIVAL

magic show. Osborn has been
involved in magic since he was
6 years old.
“I was a very small shy child
and not very good at normal
sporting activities,” Darrell
said. “Magic was something I
could work on by myself and
later gave me an avenue to express myself. It also really annoyed all the adults.”
But magic is not the only
trick up Darrell’s sleeve. He
grew up practicing ventriloquism, juggling, balloon twist-

ing, fire eating and other arts.
“I spent my college years
studying theater and art,” he
said. “I’m very fortunate to
have spent my adult life making a living in art and entertainment.”
One of Darrell’s favorite
tricks is the “stupid arm trick.”
“[The trick] works well as
an impromptu effect because
I usually have my arms with
me,” Darrell said. “I try to create an interactive experience
based on the people I’m enter-

taining. Each effect I do has its
own pros and cons.”
This is the first time he has
come to Oxford.
“I’m looking forward to
meeting everyone,” he said.
“I’ve appeared often in Memphis, Tennessee, but not as
much in Mississippi.”
Retired rocket scientist
Stephanie Osborn (no relation to Darrell) will also be at
Nerd-vana. She has worked
for more than 20 years in both

civilian and military space programs as a mission flight controller, astronaut trainer, crew
procedures developer and numerous other positions.
Stephanie has had more
than 30 books published. The
first book of her series, “Sherlock Holmes and the Mummy’s Curse,” became a pulp
eBook bestseller, and it also
won a 2016 Silver Falchion
Award. She also has a short
film script in the works.
For more acoustic-styled
music fans, Kazuha Oda will
is bringing rock band Kazha to
play an acoustic set – an unusual move for a band known
for its rock ‘n’ roll sound.
Oda said it doesn’t matter
what people feel when listening to the band play, as long as
they feel something.
“Every person has a different personality and experience
in their lives,” Oda said. “It
means a lot to me if they can
feel anything. Sadness, happiness, regrets, hope, excitement
or remembering any memories through my performance.”
The event will be at the Powerhouse from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sept. 16. Tickets are $20 at
the door and $15 in advance.
Tickets are available online at
oxfordarts.com
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The Weeks bring gritty, soulful jams to Proud Larry's
JONATHAN GIBSON

ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

The indie rock, Mississippi-made band The Weeks
will be headlining at Proud
Larry’s at 8 p.m. tonight.
These local rockers have
become somewhat of a staple in the Oxford music
scene, and it seems that every year you can count on
seeing their name pop up
on posters and ads around
town.
“We love it,” Cyle Barnes,
lead singer for The Weeks,
said. “Every time we come,
we always have a lot of people who are willing to not
be shy and actually dance
and mess around a little bit.
It makes it worth driving
all the way down there and
makes it an experience instead of just playing.”
Though they’re no strangers to the Oxford stage, this

is their first time as a headlining act. You may recognize them from earlier this
year when they opened for
Passion Pit alongside the
Lonely Biscuits.
Their grungy indie rock
breaks the mold of flavorless
lyrics and repetitive beats
with their special blend of
Americana-inspired songs
that will make you yearn for
long summer nights, wild
adventures and teenage rebellion.
“We try to structure [our
music] to where the whole
thing has somewhat of a story arc and makes it feel like
an experience or like you’re
travelling with it,” Barnes
said.
“There’s a theme of trying
to make a more intense message fit into a smaller space,
a more structured pop time
signature, but we mainly
just wanted the stories to
PHOTO COURTESY: EMILY BALL
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me. I don’t ever want someone to be listening to our
song and be like, ‘Oh, they
could’ve done that better.’”
Barnes said the group is
excited to return to Oxford
again to play on the Proud
Larry’s stage. The group
will be touring in New York
and Chicago later this year,
but Barnes said small-town
Mississippi holds a special
place in his heart.
“As far as Mississippi goes
we usually have a strong fan
base, a good group,” Barnes
said. “I’m for sure looking
forward to it. I’m curious to
see what it’s going to be like,
as long as everyone is ready
to get rowdy and have some
fun.”
Doors open at 9 p.m., and
the show starts at 10 p.m.
Tickets are $15 at the door
or $13 in advance at proudlarrys.com.
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bum and touring as a headline act has been an exciting
experience for all the band
members, who have previously spent much of their
time only making singles
and touring alongside other
groups.
Despite the growing temptation to abandon complex
lyrics and themes many musicians struggle with today,
lyrical and musical integrity
is at the front of The Weeks’
mind as they continue to
grow and perform for larger
and larger crowds.
“I’ve never really wanted
to compromise on the lyrics
just because it’s something
I feel very strong and passionate about,” Barnes said.
“My favorite music and
bands will have a song that
will actually make me feel
something, and that’s what
makes them a good band to
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seem as a whole cohesive
but, as individual stories,
something different.”
The stories they tell are
often about the adventures
and struggles of characters
drawn from people the band
members meet or experiences they’ve had personally. This adds a layer of realism and grit to their already
dark, soulful melodies.
“I try to make sure that –
drawing from stuff we see
or people we meet – if it’s a
character or something like
that, it sounds believable,”
Barnes said. “(We try) to
make some of the sadder
songs still have some bit of
light in them.”
They recently released a
full-length album, “Easy,”
featuring hit singles “Buttons” and “Brother in the
Night.”
Barnes said making the al-
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The Weeks band members: (L to R) Sam Williams, Damien Bone, Cain Barnes, Admiral Collier, Cyle Barnes
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EDITOR-TO-EDITOR
REBELS VERSUS GOLDEN BEARS

Andrew Wild, sports editor at The Daily Californian, joins DM sports editor Grayson Weir to discuss Saturday’s matchup between Ole Miss and the
University of California, Berkeley.

ANDREW WILD: How has the team reacted to the late coaching change?
GRAYSON WEIR: The team has reacted exactly how one could hope. The
boys are fired up here in Oxford, have embraced the role of the underdog and
are behind one another and head coach Matt Luke 100 percent. Like coach
Luke said, “You don’t have to be blood to be family. It just has to be real.”
AW: What is the most dangerous part of Patterson’s game?
GW: His ability to extend plays, no question. Don’t get me wrong – his
arm is unbelievable, and his legs are pretty quick, but it’s his ability to make
nothing into something. Last year, we saw it in the A&M game, and people started hyping him up to Money Manziel. I don’t like that comparison
because I see them as two different players. Manziel was/is a running quarterback, and Shea is a mobile quarterback – they’re separate entities. Shea
uses his feet to make something happen when it appears the pocket has
collapsed or he’s inches from being tackled.
AW: Most vulnerable aspect of the defense?
GW: The inability to wrap up. It’s a glaring problem that was emphasized
in practice all week and needs to be fixed. We’ll see come Saturday.
AW: What player will be most crucial for the defense to play well in this
game?
GW: I think I’m going to be lame and say the whole secondary. Our defensive line has been able to get a decent push between Victor Evans stepping
up, Marquis Haynes having a good year so far and Josiah Coatney’s potential to blow up the middle. Once the running back, quarterback – whoever
has the ball – gets past our line and into our secondary ... God bless it. A.J.
Moore has been pulling as much weight as he can, but the guys around him
need to tackle.
AW: What is the most interesting tendency through the first two games?

GRAYSON WEIR: Short and sweet. Shea Patterson has accounted for more
than 1,000 yards offense through two games. Cal gave up 431 yards in the air to
Weber State’s quarterback. How is defensive coordinator Tim DeRuyter preparing
for Patterson?
ANDREW WILD: Cal’s defense is a long ways from good, but I still feel that
giving up 431 yards to an FCS quarterback was largely the result of fluky breakdowns in the secondary. The Bears’ corners actually looked pretty damn good
against UNC before just blowing a few jump balls against Weber, and I’d expect
to see some personnel moves in the very back of the defense that will help out.
The bigger problem has been setting the edge in the front seven. DeRuyter is still
in the midst of integrating a 3-4 scheme without the required personnel, and the
results haven’t been pretty. My guess is that we’ll see more basic man coverage
and maybe some added pressure, too, because right now, the basic pass rush
isn’t getting the job done.
GW: Tre Watson is out for the year, but Patrick Laird stepped up and had a day
in his absence. Is Laird the guy? How much confidence do you have in him? How
big of a workload is he slated to have Saturday?
AW: Laird was named captain heading into this game, so I definitely think that
he’s the guy. You’ll still see snaps for Vic Enwere, who Watson was splitting snaps
with the whole way, but Laird should be primarily featured, especially because of
what he’s given the team as a receiver. The offensive line just isn’t good enough
to support the kind of offense that supports a power back like Enwere, so a more
versatile scatback like Laird is naturally a better fit. I’ve been shocked by the
speed he’s shown, but you can’t fake burst, so I would say he’s shown enough for
me to trust him in this spot.
GW: Obviously, this Pac-12/SEC matchup is unique. Is there hype in Berkeley?
AW: The writers covering this team are definitely excited to see an SEC team
in action, but your stereotypical expectations about Berkeley are probably right in
that most kids likely think SEC is a molecular compound. Additionally, with USC
on the docket next week, that’s probably sucking some of the hype out of this
matchup.

GW: Our offense has put up 918 yards in the air and only 156 yards on the
ground through two games. All pass, no run.

VISIT THEDMONLINE.COM FOR THE FULL CONVERSATION

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section,
visit: http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
GARFIELD PLACE 2 Units. 2 BRM /
2 1/2 BA. Walking distance to Square.
Large backyard. $950 per unit 16461648 Garfield Ave (901)481-1994
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH
townhouse with W/D, water, and cable
included. No pets. 1 year lease. Quiet atmosphere. Deposit required. Call
(662)234-0000

MOBILE HOME FOR RENT

FOR RENT 3 bd 2 bath. 2200 sq feetdouble wide. 6’ energy eff. exterior
walls. 2 yrs old. 1.5 miles west of Water Valley in the country 20 mins from
Oxford. 950.00/ MO. (662)-816-3110
(662)473-2114

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends or any time. Locally owned and
operated, BBB accredited (662)8016692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com

CLEANING
RAINBOW CLEANERS SUMMER
SALE Mens Shirts $2.25 Slacks &
Pants $5.25 Blouse $5.50 Blazer
$5.25 2pc Suit $10.50 Dresses start
at $9.25. Why pay more? Trust your
wardrobe to our 47 years of experience. 1203 Jackson Avenue - look
for the lights on our award winning
building.

MISCELLANEOUS FOR
SALE

OXFORD CONSIGNMENT - ALL
SEASONS Clothing Sale for Ladies
& Gentlemen, Friday, September
15th - 12pm-6pm, Saturday, September 16th - 9am-5pm, *Sunday,
September 17th - 10am-4pm, *Selected Items Ω off on Sunday, NEW
Location-1298 North Lamar (Beside the Beacon Restaurant), www.
OxfordConsignment.com

STOP TEXTING

WHILE DRIVING.
STAY AWARE. SAVE A LIFE.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL PICK ‘EM: WEEK 3
JOSH GOLLIHAR
ALEX LERNED
STAFF WRITERS

Even without a top-five matchup, this weekend should reveal plenty about college football’s biggest and most exciting programs.
Who is a legitimate contender to win its respective division and perhaps reach the College Football Playoff? Who, to this point, has
been overrated and overhyped? Let’s find out.

RECORD:
Alex 5-3
Josh 4-4

NO. 3 CLEMSON VERSUS NO. 14 LOUISVILLE

Alex: Lamar Jackson is out for
revenge. The reigning Heisman
Trophy winner will look to prove
his team can compete with the
best of them. The game should
be a shootout, similar to how it
played out last year. Clemson
was able to lean on its home
crowd and experienced signal-caller Deshaun Watson last
year, but the Cardinals will have
the advantage in both categories this year. Because of that
and Lamar Jackson’s increased
ability to throw the ball downfield with accuracy, Louisville
comes out on top.

Josh: Lamar Jackson versus
Deshaun Watson was one of
the top quarterback matchups
of 2016. Watson is gone. Jackson remains. The Louisville signal-caller is back to his Heisman
form this year, shooting for a
signature win. But the Cardinals
are feeling the loss of defensive
coordinator Todd Grantham to
Mississippi State. On the Clemson side, junior quarterback Kelly Bryant has waited patiently
behind Watson. With many of
the same skill players returning
on offense, the Clemson advantage lies on the defensive side
of the ball. Clelin Ferrell, Christian Wilkins, Dexter Lawrence
and Austin Bryant compose the
best defensive line in college
football. Their ability to make
plays allows Clemson to win.

NO. 4 USC VERSUS TEXAS

Alex: The last time these two
teams got together, they were
playing in the Rose Bowl for a
national championship. Vince
Young played like a man possessed, converting on a fourth
down for the winning touchdown in the final moments and
ultimately winning the game
for Texas. But that was 11 years
ago. While one team has College Football Playoff expectations this year, the other is just
trying to become bowl eligible. Going against a Longhorn
defense that was all but eaten
alive against Maryland during
week one, quarterback Sam
Darnold should have a field day
and lead the Trojans to victory
in the Coliseum.

Josh: In a rematch 11 years
in the making, the Trojans and
Longhorns are set to square off
in Los Angeles. Texas will wish
it had Vince Young back because USC’s quarterback is on
the same level as Matt Leinart.
Sam Darnold got his season going last week in an impressive
showing against Stanford and
its formidable defense. Texas
has its work cut out after giving
up 51 points to Maryland. Tom
Herman has inherited a team
with many holes, and the Trojans will have their most complete team since Pete Carroll
left for the Seattle Seahawks.
USC wins in a blowout.

NO. 23 TENNESSEE VERSUS NO. 24 FLORIDA

Alex: Saturday will serve as the Gators’
home opener, one they’ve been itching to
play, no doubt. With rival Tennessee coming
to town and last week’s game against Northern Colorado cancelled due to Hurricane
Irma, Florida will be hungry and feeling as
though it has something to prove following
its loss against Michigan. After a near loss to
Georgia Tech in week one, the Vols will enter
the swamp hoping to set the tone for the
SEC East and leave Gainesville victorious.
However, the raucous atmosphere combined with a stifling Gator defense should
be enough for Florida to get the W.

Josh: The Swamp will be filled with thousands of rowdy Gator fans chomping at the
bit for a win. Junior quarterback Quinten
Dormady will look to give the Volunteers
their first winning streak in the series since
2004. The Gators, on the other hand, have
more questions than answers. Antonio Callaway and Jordan Scarlett, among others,
are still suspended. Neither Malik Zaire or
Feleipe Franks has seized control of the
quarterback job. Tennessee wins using a
heavy dose of running back John Kelly.
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Business as usual for former Cal coach Peeler
BEN MILLER

STAFF WRITER

Assistant coach Jacob
Peeler has been a popular
man among the defensive
coaching staff this week.
Ole Miss is preparing to
face his former team, the
California Golden Bears,
on the road this Saturday
and many expect him to
have the inside scoop on
California’s offense. But it
may not be that simple.
“I’ve kind of had my
brain picked this week,”
Peeler said. “I try to help as
much as I can. Obviously,
I don’t have as much experience with the offense
they’re running now, but I
obviously know how those
guys have been used in the
past.”
The new coaching staff
at Cal clearly possesses its
own styles and schemes,
but it is not far-fetched to
expect Peeler to have his
defense well-prepared to
deal with the explosive
Golden Bear offense.
“Offensively, when we
were there, it was very sim-

ilar to what coach (Phil)
Longo’s offense is in terms
of spread and no huddle,”
Peeler said. “They fit a similar mold in terms of what
we do.”
As far as any emotional
ties to his past team are
concerned, it’s just another
game for Peeler.
“My time there was a
great experience. I got a lot
of kids there that still have
a special place in my heart,
but at the end of the day,
they know that in this business, it’s business,” Peeler
said. “I’m looking forward
to seeing those guys, but
when the clock’s running,
it’s about winning the football game.”
Redshirt sophomore defensive tackle Josiah Coatney said the defense, which
has been criticized for allowing far too many points
against weak opponents,
has made significant progress since week one.
“It’s
just
technique.
We’re working on that. It’s
nothing major,” Coatney
said.
One player who continues to improve is Victor

Evans. The junior defensive end played in 11 games
in 2016, mainly as a backup, but is playing a bigger
role this season.
“Victor’s
been
doing
great. He has so much energy on the field,” Coatney said, smiling at Evans
across the room. “Got a
sack last game, so hopefully he keeps that up. He’s
been doing a lot of extra
work before practice, and
I really commend him for
that.”
For players like Coatney
and Evans, keeping the
game simple is key.
“Show out. Step into the
role. Do what you’re supposed to do,” Coatney said.
“At the end of the day, I got
a family to feed.”
Heading into Saturday’s
matchup at Cal, the Rebels will need to count on a
combination of insightful
coaching and hard-nosed
defensive play if they hope
to leave Berkley with a 3-0
record.
Kickoff is scheduled for
9:30 p.m.

PHOTO BY: HENRY CLARK

Assistant coach and wide receivers coach Jacob Peeler speaks during the press
conference last week.

Saturday, Sept. 16 at 6 pm on the upstairs patio

Spend your
Ole Miss
Game Day at
The Library!

Watch the Rebels
beat California with
us at 9:30 pm!

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
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Rebels travel to Berkeley for showdown with Cal
FLINT CHRISTIAN
STAFF WRITER

“It’s good to be back.”
Matt Luke’s first words
back in Oxford weren’t
surprising after spending
three days in Covington,
Kentucky, watching the
future of Ole Miss football play out during the
NCAA’s Committee on Infractions meeting. Luke
and his Rebels can finally
focus on football again as
they hit the air Thursday
en route to Berkeley, California, where they will face
a high-flying Golden Bears
team Saturday night.
California provides a
measuring stick for Ole
Miss as it faces its first
Power Five conference foe,
especially given how eerily its strengths and weaknesses reflect Ole Miss’
own.
This
Pac-12/SEC
showdown will show fans
two teams that employ a
passing-oriented
offense
while struggling on the defensive side of the ball.
Thus far, each team has
given up 25 points per
game against weaker opponents, a statistic that
ranks 68th in FBS football
this year. Both teams also
rely on a sophomore quarterback surrounded by an
excellent group of young
wide receivers to outgun
their opponents from game
to game.
The Golden Bears’ record
currently stands at 2-0, and
their week one win against
North Carolina surprised
many fans and analysts
expecting a team stuck in
the rebuilding phase. Cal
has averaged 34 points per
game, but its defense has
struggled mightily, allow-
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A.J. Brown celebrates a touchdown catch during last Saturday’s game Shea Patterson looks for an opening to throw to a receiver during the home
against UT Martin.
opener game against South Alabama.
ing a whopping 506 yards
per game, placing them for
121st in the FBS.
The Golden Bears also
lost starting tailback Tre
Watson to a lower-body
injury last week, which
should be a big blow to
their offense, even though
backup
Patrick
Laird
looked more than serviceable in the second half
against Weber State. The
Rebels will be forced to
fend off more pure athletic
ability than they have seen
so far, and that adjustment
has been a focal point all
week in practice.
The Rebels hope to con-

tinue their offensive success against a team that
has looked lost against
less talented opponents.
Luke’s team has averaged
a whopping 46 points per
game and 537 total yards
per game behind the arm
of quarterback Shea Patterson, whose nine touchdowns and 918 passing
yards are first and second,
respectively, in the FBS.
A.J. Brown has been another statistical monster,
racking up 389 receiving yards in the first two
games, more than any other receiver in the FBS.
While the Rebels’ passing

prowess has been well-noted, their run game continues to fall short. Ole Miss
is averaging only 78 rushing yards per game. Offensive coordinator Phil
Longo favors an “Air-Raid”
approach, and the Rebels
only run the ball on 31.4
percent of standard downs,
the lowest run percentage in the country among
FBS schools. If the Golden
Bears’ veteran secondary
neutralizes Ole Miss’ wide
receivers, the Rebels’ lack
of balance could come back
to bite them.
This game will provide
an opportunity to see how
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far this young Ole Miss
team has come and how
far it can go. With a bye
week and then Alabama on
the horizon, Ole Miss has
a chance to progress from
promising to proven in a
game that should provide
plenty of points, perspective and more points.
Kickoff is scheduled for
9:30 p.m. CDT on Saturday
in Berkley, California.
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